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RE: Use of Component Maintenance Manuals (CMMs) to Perform Overhauls 
 
Dear Mr. Barton 
 
As you may know, the Aeronautical Repair Station Association (ARSA) represents the 
certificated repair station community in matters of regulatory compliance that may have 
a national or international impact.  It has come to ARSA’s attention that there is an issue 
within the Memphis Flight Standards District Office (FSDO) with the use of the term 
“overhaul”. 
 
A member has reported that its FAA inspector noted the following discrepancy during an 
audit of the repair station: 
 

On several FAA Authorized Release Certificate forms, 8130-3; block 12 
indicated that the shop had overhauled components in accordance with 
(IAW) the Component Maintenance Manual (CMM).  A review of the CMM’s 
(sic), for the components overhauled, did not contain instructions for 
overhaul from the manufacture (sic) of the component. 

 
The member also reported that the FAA’s position, reiterated by the inspector’s Front 
Line Manager, Mr. Thomas Bennett during a meeting, is that unless the component 
maintenance manual contains an “overhaul” section or is titled “overhaul manual”, the 
instructions cannot be used to support the entry of “overhaul” in the maintenance 
record. 
 
The Association respectfully disagrees with that position.  Whether the manufacturer of 
an article uses “overhaul” in its maintenance manual or instructions does not dictate the 
use of the term in a maintenance record.  The regulations and the Administrator’s 
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interpretation set forth the requirements for the proper use of that term, not the 
manufacturer. 
 
The term maintenance is defined in 14 CFR1 section 1.1 as meaning “inspection, 
overhaul, repair, preservation, and the replacement of parts” (emphasis added).2  All 
maintenance must be done in accordance with the performance standards set forth in 
section 43.13.  Section 43.13(a) indicates that the manufacturer’s maintenance manual 
or instructions for continued airworthiness contain acceptable methods, techniques and 
practices for accomplishing work. 
 
In order to use the term “overhaul”, a maintenance provider must perform an extensive 
scope of work.  That is, the repair station must disassemble, clean, inspect, repair as 
necessary, reassemble and test the article in accordance with the procedures 
developed by the manufacturer.3 The FAA has refined the term in the attached legal 
opinion that states the disassembly need not be to the point where the article (or any of 
its component parts) is, in essence, destroyed.  The regulations does not limit the use of 
that term to manufacturer instructions that contain the term “overhaul”, rather they 
dictate the scope of work necessary to ensure that all tasks are accomplished (or 
determined unnecessary).  Therefore, a repair station may use the term “overhaul” 
provided the necessary work scope has been accomplished in accordance with the 
section 43.13(a) methods, techniques and practices. 
 
To the Association’s knowledge, the reason for the FAA’s position has not been stated 
in writing.  We respectfully request that the FSDO do so or alternatively, determine that 
the term can be used to describe work performed in a maintenance record provided the 
work scope required by section 43.3(a) has been accomplished (or determined 
unnecessary) and confirm that fact in writing. 
 
We look forward to your response; if you wish to discuss the issue, please do not 
hesitate to contact me. 
 
Your Servant, 

 
Sarah MacLeod 

                                                 
1 All reference will be to 14 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) unless otherwise noted. 
2 The term specifically excludes preventive maintenance, which is defined in that same section with a list 
of items set forth in part 43, App. A(c). 
3 See, section 43.2(a). 
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cc: William M. Bossert, Manager 

Central Region Flight Standards Division 
William.M.Bossert@faa.gov 

 Ross Elmore, Manager 
Technical Standards & Evaluation Branch 

Ross.Elmore@faa.gov 

 Thomas J. Bennett, Front Line Manager 
Memphis FSDO 

Thomas.J.Bennett@faa.gov 

 Daniel Merrell, Aviation Safety Inspector – Avionics Dan.Merrell@faa.gov 
 Patricia K. Williams, Aviation Safety Inspector – 

Maintenance 
Patricia.K.Williams@faa.gov 
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